Project Selection Tool for CMAQ Projects
The following was developed as a guide to provide examples of relative priority levels within five project categories. Individual
projects may rate higher (or lower) if circumstances warrant. The matrix priority is based on relative anticipated emissions benefit
and cost effectiveness. The five categories are independent of one another and not considered directly comparable relative to
anticipated emissions benefits; therefore, a high ranked traffic flow improvement project may be equivalent to a medium ranked
TDM project. The Tool will serve as a guide, not the sole determinant for the rating. The Tool does not encompass all project
examples included in the FHWA CMAQ guidance document.
Traffic Flow & ITS
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Traffic signal coordination
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Priority

Roadway ITS
Transit ITS

Clean fuel incentive
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or vehicles

Speed limit enforcement

Heavy duty IM controls

Transit start-up or
expansion
Start-up or expansion of
diesel transit vehicles
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employer services
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Pedestrian and bicycle
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primarily for use during
non-work trip times

-Transportation Control Measures in the SIP have the greatest priority.
-Projects consisting of aspects that can be a combination of multiple descriptions may receive a higher priority ranking.
-Interoperable communications is the exchanging of data in a quick and efficient manner so agencies from different jurisdictions or different locations can act
promptly to remedy a situation. Interoperable communications is eligible for CMAQ funds.

